In a many-body quantum system, local operators in Heisenberg picture O(t) = e iHt Oe −iHt spread as time increases. Recent studies have attempted to find features of that spreading which could distinguish between chaotic and integrable dynamics. The operator entanglement -the entanglement entropy in operator space -is a natural candidate to provide such a distinction. Indeed, while it is believed that the operator entanglement grows linearly with time t in chaotic systems, numerics suggests that it grows only logarithmically in integrable systems. That logarithmic growth has already been established for non-interacting fermions, however progress on interacting integrable systems has proved very difficult. Here, for the first time, a logarithmic upper bound is established rigorously for all local operators in such a system: the "Rule 54" qubit chain, a model of cellular automaton introduced in the 1990s [Bobenko et al., CMP 158, 127 (1993)], recently advertised as the simplest representative of interacting integrable systems. Physically, the logarithmic bound originates from the fact that the dynamics of the models is mapped onto the one of stable quasiparticles that scatter elastically; the possibility of generalizing this scenario to other interacting integrable systems is briefly discussed.
Understanding the out-of-equilibrium dynamics of isolated quantum many-body systems has been a prominent challenge since the early days of quantum mechanics [1] . A key recurring idea is that, at long times, local properties are captured by statistical ensembles [1] [2] [3] [4] , despite the global dynamics being unitary. This suggests the possibility of a huge compression of information. In one dimension (1d) it implies that the reduced density matrix of a subsystem goes to a steady state well approximated by a Matrix Product Operator (MPO) [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . This contrasts with the intermediate time behavior, where one faces an "entanglement barrier" [11, 12] reminiscent of the generic linear growth of the entanglement entropy of a pure state after a quantum quench [13] .
In the late 2000s, the physical intuition that it could sometimes be more efficient to follow the dynamics of operators -e.g. density matrices-rather than the one of pure states spurred another idea [8, [14] [15] [16] [17] : that local observables in Heisenberg picture, O(t) = e iHt Oe −iHt , could also be approximated that way. In an insightful paper, Prosen and Znidaric [8] observed numerically that there was a crucial distinction to be made between chaotic and integrable dynamics (more precisely, noninteracting fermion dynamics in their work): the bond dimension necessary for an MPO representation of O(t) was apparently blowing up exponentially with t in the former case and algebraically in the latter. The question. In this Note we focus on infinite spin chains with dynamics generated by a Hamiltonian H -or more generally by a unitary evolution operator U -, and an operator O which initially has finite support located around the origin x = 0. Under time evolution a local operator, O(t) = e iHt Oe −iHt -or U −t OU t -spreads. Like others before us [11, [14] [15] [16] [17] 20] , we want to understand how S(O(t)) grows with t, for the bipartition A = (−∞, x], B = (x, ∞). In Refs. [14, 15] it was found numerically that the growth of OE is at most logarithmic for systems with underlying non-interacting fermion dynamics, like the quantum Ising or XY chains (see Ref. [11] for an analytic derivation). A strikingly different outcome was highlighted recently for chaotic systems [20] : there, the OE is conjectured to exhibit a generic linear growth. These findings are fully consistent with the earlier Prosen-Znidaric observation [8] . The question which motivates us is then:
Does the growth of S(O(t)) distinguish chaotic from interacting integrable dynamics? In other words, is it logarithmic beyond the non-interacting fermion case?
We stress that this question is very timely also for a different reason. Operator spreading has been the subject of extremely intense study in chaotic models in the past years, although it is not very clear whether looking simply at the growth of the support of an operator O(t), or equivalently at out-of-time-ordered correlators, does reveal any distinctive features of chaos [26] [27] [28] in lattice models with finite-dimensional local Hilbert space like quantum spin chains. For instance, the front of the operator O(t) simply moves ballistically with a diffusive broadening in chaotic [29] [30] [31] and integrable [27, 28] systems alike. Therefore it is important to propose new quantities that are truly able to distinguish chaotic from integrable systems. The OE of local operators is a very natural candidate for that, provided that the answer to the above question is positive.
Numerics and general scenario. We do believe in a positive answer to the above question. This is rather well supported by numerics: in Fig. 1 we display the OE for two well-studied interacting integrable models (spin-1/2 XXZ and spin-1 Takhtajan-Babujian chains [32, 33] ); the results are compatible with O(log t), although it is hard to conclude numerically because of the relatively short time scales that can be reached. More importantly, for our purposes, the behavior of the OE appears to be qualitatively the same as the one found in a third interacting integrable model: the Rule 54 chain (defined below), which is at the center of this Note. For that particular model, we show rigorously that the OE is (at most) logarithmic for any local operator O, thus providing the first undisputable check of that fact beyond non-interacting models.
Interestingly, the physical reason that underlies our result is the presence of infinite-lifetime excitations (solitons) that undergo two-particle elastic scattering during the dynamics of the operator O(t) (see Fig. 2 ). In constrast, in a chaotic system, the operator O will generate excitations that will propagate, eventually decay and then create more excitations, and so on, until any memory of the initial infinite temperature state (the identity) will be lost in an expanding region around x = 0. Our findings in the Rule 54 chain suggest a totally different scenario in the integrable case. There, O generates only a few stable quasi-particles that propagate ballistically through the system. These drive the state of the system away from the identity in an expanding region around x = 0, but in a much less dramatic way. The quasiparticles emitted by O simply shift the positions of the other ones emitted elsewhere as they scatter with them (see Fig. 2 ). Then the full dynamics of O(t) is accurately reconstructed from the knowledge of the number of those scatterings. The Rule 54 chain. In the rest of this Note, we focus on the Rule 54 qubit chain [34] , a model studied recently in Refs. [27, 28, [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] -it has also been named "Toffoli-gate model" [37] or "Floquet-FredricksonAndersen model" [27, 28] in relation with other recent work [40] -. It has been establishing itself as the simplest model exhibiting generic physical properties of interacting integrable systems [27, 28, 34, 38] . Indeed, the dynamics of the model is the one of a very simple classical gas of solitons, and this allows for an analytical treatment which goes well beyond anything that was known previously for other interacting systems [34, 38] .
The Hilbert space of the model H ≡ (C 2 ) Z corresponds to an infinite chain of qubits, with a dynamics generated locally by a unitary gate U j acting on sites j − 1, j and j + 1 as
The gate updates the central qubit j, depending on the state of the two adjacent ones. The name "Rule 54", introduced by Wolfram in the context of cellular automata [41] , stems from the binary encoding '00110110' of the number 54, which corresponds to the outcoming state of the central qubit in each of the eight terms in Eq. (1). Time evolution is generated by
The dynamics defined by (2) sustains left-and rightmoving solitons with constant velocity, which get timedelayed by a single unit of time when they scatter ( Fig. 1) . The Rule 54 chain is a genuine interacting model because of that non-zero time delay; instead, in a model of free particles the delay would vanish. We find it convenient to introduce an operator M : (
that transforms qubit configurations into soliton ones. The latter live on the lattice Z ∪ (Z + 1 2 ) comprising integer and half-integer sites. M is defined by the two following rules. The half-integer site j + 1 2 is occupied by at t = 5 came from a scattering pair at the origin at t = 0. (c) Spreading of a diagonal operator (here the operator O = 010 010 as discussed in the text): the forward and backward lightcone, and after folding one is back to the situation (c) where the solitonic algorithm is able to tell whether a soliton configuration |s s| contributes or not to O(t). (d) Spreading of off-diagonal operators (here for O = 010 000 like in the text). Folding the forward and backward lightcones, one sees the configurations |s , |s coincide for x < x2 and x > x1, while |s can be deduced from |s inside the interval (x1, x2) simply by applying a time shift of one unit time.
a soliton iff both qubits j and j + 1 are in state '1'. The integer site j is occupied by a pair of scattering solitons iff spins j − 1, j, j + 1 are in the configuration '010'.
The solitonic algorithm (adapted from [38] ). The key observation, for our purposes, is that for any given soliton configuration at time t (time is discrete, so from now t is assumed to be an integer), it is possible to know whether or not a given pair of left and right movers at positions x 1 and x 2 emerged from the origin at time t = 0, by applying a simple algorithm which we briefly outline (that algorithm also underlies the results of Ref. [38] although it is not made explicit there).
Consider a configuration with a left mover at x 1 (either a single soliton or a scattering pair) and a right mover at x 2 . We want to know if they both scattered at the origin at t = 0. The algorithm uses two counters j l , j r , initialized as
It reads the configuration site by site, from right to left, starting at site x 2 − 1 2 . If a site is unoccupied, the counters remain unchanged; if a site is occupied by a left(right)-mover, their values change as j r → j r + 2 (j l → j l + 2). A scattering pair counts for both a left and a right mover, so both counters must be updated. The algorithm stops when it arrives at site x 1 . At this point the value of the two counters is checked: the pair at x 1 , x 2 came from the origin iff j l = x 1 − ((x 1 − 1 2 ) mod 2) and j r = 2t − 1 2 . The crucial point is that, since both counters remain in the interval [−2t, 2t], the set of internal states |j l , j r explored by the algorithm is a subset of [−2t, 2t] 2 , and that set [−2t, 2t] 2 is itself 1. independent of the soliton configuration 2. of size O(t 2 ).
MPO representation of O(t).
We are now ready to explain the main result of this Note: The operator entanglement of local operators in the Rule 54 chain grows at most logarithmically with time.
This is a consequence of the existence of the solitonic algorithm. The latter yields an exact MPO representation for all observables O(t) initially supported on a single site, with a bond dimension χ of order O(t 2 ). This implies that operators initially supported on l sites are MPOs with bond dimension not larger than O(t 2l ). The result follows, because the OE is trivially bounded from above by the bond dimension, S(O(t)) ≤ log χ.
To elaborate on that MPO construction, it is convenient to distinguish the cases of diagonal/non-diagonal operators in the computational basis.
Diagonal operators. There are only two linearly indepent diagonal local operators at site j = 0: |0 0| and |1 1|. They act as projectors on the qubit at site j = 0, and as the identity on all other qubits. Their MPO representation follows directly from the one of Ref. [38] by doubling the qubit degrees of freedom |1 → |1 1| and |0 → |0 0| of the classical cellular automaton of Ref. [38] -. Nonetheless, it is instructive to briefly discuss the construction of the MPO in soliton space. The qubits are mapped to solitons by an operator M which is an MPO with finite bond dimension (χ = 4 [42] ). This implies that an MPO in the soliton basis can be transformed into an MPO in the qubit basis, and vice versa, by conjugating by M ; their bond dimensions are related by a constant factor independent of t.
The way the projector |1 1| acts on solitons is most easily seen by expanding the identities on the two neighboring sites, namely (a 'check' designates the qubit at When we conjugate by M , we see that the first term M |010 010| M † is the projector on configurations with a pair of scattering solitons emerging from the origin at t = 0. The second (third) term projects on configurations with a single left (right) mover at the origin, and the fourth term is a projector on configurations with left and right movers emitted simultaneously from the origin. For simplicity we discuss only the first term, D ≡ M |010 010| M † ; the other ones can be treated in a similar way [43] .
To write
where the indices (a, j l , j r ) label the states spanning the auxiliary space, while |σ represents a state of the j-th site: |σ = |T rue if there is a soliton at site j and |σ = |F alse otherwise. Since the dynamics does not create superpositions of states in the soliton basis, the MPO can be constructed with entries 0 and 1 only. The indices j l and j r (both in the interval [−2t, 2t]) are used to carry out the algorithm described in the previous section, by counting the number of solitons which scattered with the left and right movers coming from the origin.
The positions x 1 , x 2 of the latter solitons are marked using the index a ∈ {0, 1, 2}: a = a = 0 if the site j is on the right of x 2 , a = a = 1 if j is between x 1 and x 2 , a = a = 2 if j is on the left of x 1 , and a = a+1 iff j = x 1 or x 2 . Far on the right (left), the index a is set to 0 (2), which ensures that the MPO is indeed the projector on all soliton configurations validated by the algorithm,
The case of non-diagonal operators is more involved and lies beyond the results of Ref. [38] . It is sufficient to consider the non-diagonal operator |1 0|; to be represented in terms of solitons, that operator must be decomposed as a sum of nine terms, Upon conjugation by M , the first term takes a configuration with no soliton at the origin, and creates a pair of solitons; the second term takes a scattering pair on site j = 1 and replaces it by a single left-moving soliton at
A detailed study of all nine terms -which can all be treated in a similar way-can be found in the Supplemental Material [44] ; here, for simplicity, we focus only on the first one, N ≡ M |010 000| M † . Once again, due to the deterministic nature of the evolution, all of the terms |s s | contributing to N (t) have equal amplitude 1. Contrary to the diagonal case, the soliton configurations |s and s | can now be different. A typical configuration contributing to N (t), with a pair of solitons created at the origin, is shown in Fig. 2(d) . The key observation is that |s and s | are closely related. Outside the region [x 1 , x 2 ] enclosed by the two solitons coming from the origin, |s and s | are identical, while inside that region, the configurations (in red in Fig. 2(d) ) is time-shifted by one time unit compared to |s (in blue in Fig. 2(d) ).
An MPO representation for N (t) can then be obtained by introducing a fourth index to label states in the auxiliary space, with which one implements the finitedimensional MPO applying the time-shift on the configuration |s , and by coupling it to the MPO for the diagonal term D(t). Namely, if the value of a indicates that we are in-between two solitons emerging from the center in configuration s|, the MPO corresponding to the time-shift of s| is applied to the additional auxiliary space. The central solitons are then erased from the corresponding configuration, and the state is left unaltered outside of the region covered by the central solitons, by applying the identity operator on the additional auxiliary space, which finally yields the state s | from s|. The technical details involved in the explicit writing of the MPO can be found in the Supplemental Material [44] . What is more important for us now is that, since the time-shift inside the interval [x 1 , x 2 ] can be implemented by an MPO with finite bond dimension, it does not affect the global O(t 2 ) scaling of the bond dimension of the MPO for N (t). The same conclusion holds for the other eight terms in Eq. (4). Discussion and Conclusion. We have shown that the OE of local operators in Heisenberg picture grows at most logarithmically in the Rule 54 chain; this is a rigorous upper bound in that model. We stress that the two basic ingredients leading to that conclusion are (a) the existence of a quasi-local mapping M , which transforms the evolution operator U of the interacting integrable model into the one of a soliton gas M U M † (b) within that soliton gas, the existence of a solitonic algorithm which can efficiently decide, for any configuration s at time t, whether a given soliton at position x 1 -or, as above, two solitons at x 1 and x 2 -came from the origin at time t = 0.
It is very tempting to generalize this scenario to other interacting integrable models, in order to get a general theoretical explanation for the logarithmic growth of OE (Fig. 1) . Several recent works point to the validity of (a) for more general interacting integrable models [27, 28, [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] . Making that claim more quantitative, and trying to construct such a quasi-local mapping M for, say, the Lieb-Liniger model or the XXZ chain, is a challenging open problem. On the other hand, it seems natural to expect that a mapping M exists, at least in an approximate sense. This is in fact underlying the validity of the quasiparticle picture for the entanglement dynamics after global quenches in integrable systems [50, 51] . Then, given a certain soliton gas, for instance the one constructed in Ref. [46] , finding an algorithm (b) seems to be a well posed problem; this is an exciting direction for future work. Another very interesting direction would be to establish the linear growth of operator entanglement of local operators in the chaotic case, beyond the coarse-grained scenario proposed in Ref. [20] , by a direct analytical calculation in a concrete model, for instance the one of the recent Ref. [52] . Acknowledgements: we thank B. Bertini, K. Klobas, M. Kormos, A. De Luca, A. Nahum, L. Piroli, T. Prosen, and J.-M. Stéphan for useful discussions and comments on the manuscript. We are grateful to the organizers of the conference "Non-equilibrium behaviour of isolated classical and quantum systems" in SISSA, where this work was initiated, for providing a very stimulating environment. Part of this work was supported by the CNRS "Défi Infiniti" (JD).
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Supplementary material

I. THE MAPPING M AND ITS FORMULATION AS A FINITE MPO
The Hilbert space of the qubit chain is (C 2 ) ⊗L . For convenience, L is assumed to be large but finite. The sites are labeled from −(L − 1)/2 to (L − 1)/2, assuming L odd. Like in the main text, we draw the chain as follows (here for L = 11):
We work with the following boundary conditions: we assume that there are 'ghost qubits' at sites −(L + 1)/2 and (L + 1)/2 which are both in the state '0' and are never updated.
The solitons live on the integer and half-integer sites between −(L − 1)/2 and (L − 1)/2:
• left movers live on half-integer sites
• right movers live on half-integer sites j = 2p − Thus, on each integer or half-integer site, we have a local Hilbert space spanned by two states |T rue , |F alse (or |T , |F ) that indicate whether or not the site is occupied. The operator M that maps qubits to solitons (see the main text) can be written as an MPO with bond dimension 4. The non-zero components of the tensors that enter the MPO all have equal weight 1. They are drawn as follows:
|T j and they are contracted in the following way to give an operator that acts on the above qubit chain:
Here the indices '0+1' and '0+2' on the left and right stand for the left and right vectors which enter the MPO. It is easy to check that the components of the MPO are constructed in order to implement the two rules given in the main text. Notice that M † M = 1 (the identity on the qubit chain), while M M † = 1 adm. conf. is the orthogonal projector onto the subspace spanned by all admissible soliton configurations.
II. MORE DETAILS ON THE SOLITONIC ALGORITHM
We present the solitonic algorithm in further details; we describe it in pseudo-code. The soliton configuration is encoded in the form of a boolean array s[j], with label j ∈ Z ∪ (Z + 1 2 ). s[j] = True means that the site j is occupied by a soliton or a pair of scattering solitons, s[j] = False means it is empty. Notice that the information about the 'species' -namely whether the site is occupied by a pair or by a single soliton, and whether the latter is a right mover or a left mover-is given by the parity of j:
• As explained in the main text, the key point about this algorithm is that the set of internal states |j l , j r that are explored is of order O(t 2 ) at most. This is clear because both j l and j r are (half-)integers between −2t and 2t.
III. DETAILS ON THE DIAGONAL CASE
Here we give all the details about the four cases in Eq. (3) in the main text. We give all the components that enter the construction of the MPO. The components are represented as follows:
σ ,(a ,j l ,j r ) σ,(a,j l ,jr) = and they are contracted as
σ2 . . .
to give a linear operator acting on the space of solitons, which sends the boolean configuration (.
A. Components for first term in Eq. (3): M U −t 010 010
We now list all non-zero components. We have
This ensures that the MPO acts as the identity outside the light-cone. For −2t ≤ j ≤ 2t, the non-zero components are chosen in order to implement the solitonic algorithm. The 'activation index' a goes from 0 to 1 when the right mover coming from the origin is met:
T rue,(1,−2t+ Similarly, it goes from 1 to 2 when the left mover coming from the origin is met:
T rue,(2,0,0) T rue,(1,j− Inside the region enclosed by the left and right solitons coming from the origin, the activation index is always 1:
T rue,(1,j l ,jr+2) T rue,(1,j l ,jr) = 1
F alse,(1,j l ,jr) F alse,(1,j l ,jr) = 1.
Now we need to make sure that there is a single left-moving soliton at position j = 1 2 at time t = 0, instead of the pair of scattering solitons that we had in the previous case (Sec. III A). To do this we imagine that there is a 'ghost right mover' at j = − 1 2 at t = 0 which scatters with all solitons it meets except the first one (the left mover at j = 1 2 ). The activation index then goes from 0 to 1 at the position where this ghost soliton is found at time t. The construction of the tensors is then similar to the previous paragraph, except around that position.
We list all non-zero components. Again, we have
σ,(2,0,0) σ,(2,0,0) = 1, σ = T rue, F alse.
Also, as in the previous paragraph, we have the following componentns when the activation index goes from 1 to 2 (i.e. at the position of the outgoing left mover coming from the origin):
T rue,(2,0,0) T rue,(1,j− Inside the region enclosed by the left and right solitons coming from the origin, the activation index is 1, and we have the following non-zero components:
T rue,(1,j l ,jr)
T rue,(1,j l −2,jr) = 1
T rue,(1,j l ,jr−2) = 1
T rue,(1,j l ,j+1) T rue,(1,j l ,j+
T rue,(1,j l −2,jr−2) = 1
T rue,(1,j l −2,jr−2) = 1 
D. Fourth term: M U
This is again a minor variation of the first case (Sec. III A). We need to make sure that there is a right mover at position j = − 1 2 and a left mover at j = 1 2 , at time t = 0. But notice that, since these two solitons will automatically scatter at time t = 1, this is exactly equivalent to checking that there is a scattering pair at j = 0 at time t = 1. So this fourth term is simply related to the first one (Sec. III A) by a time shift. The non-zero components are thus exactly the ones of Sec. III A, where one makes the replacement t → t − 1.
IV. DETAILS ON THE NON-DIAGONAL CASE
In the main text, we explained that the operator 1 0 (in the computational basis, and with a 'check' indicating the qubit at j = 0) acting at position j = 0 must be decomposed as a sum of nine terms that all remain simple upon conjugation by M , 1 0 = 010 000 + 0110 0010 + 0111 0011 + 0110 0100 + 1110 1100 + 01110 01010 + 01111 01011 + 11110 11010 + 11111 11011 .
We now explain in detail why each of these nine terms can be written as an MPO with bond dimension growing at most as O(t 2 ). The general idea is the same for all nine terms. One observes that each term is, upon conjugation by M , a sum of the form |s s | of equally weighted soliton configurations s and s , where s is related to s in a specific way. Basically, for each configuration s contributing to the sum, there is a pair of positions x 1 , x 2 which play a special role, because they correspond to the positions of solitons coming from the origin at t = 0. Then, for any given x 1 and x 2 , one can construct a linear map W x1,x2 such that W x1,x2 |s = |s if x 1 , x 2 are the correct positions for the configurations s, and W x1,x2 |s = 0 otherwise. Then each of the nine terms can be written in the form
|s s| is a diagonal operator (not the same for all nine terms), and can be written as an MPO with bond dimension at most O(t 2 ) according to the discussion of Sec. III. Then the point is that, although the details of the definition of the operator W x1,x2 are different for all nine terms in Eq. (5), W x1,x2 is always an MPO with finite bond dimension, made of tensors
which do not explicitly depend on x 1 or x 2 , but where a is the same 'activation index' as in the diagonal case,
It is the activation index a that detects the position of x 1 and x 2 , namely:
These tensors are contracted as
Then, assuming that we already have an MPO A for the diagonal operator, |s s| = we can adapt it to build an MPO for the non-diagonal case, by matching the activation index (a, a ) of the MPO for W and A. Thus, one defines a new tensor
such that the contraction is exactly Eq. (6). So it is an MPO for the specific term we are looking at in the sum (5) . The crucial point is that, because the tensors W[j] have finite bond dimension (i.e. the index p lives in some finite set, independent of time t), the scaling of the total bond dimension with t remains O(t 2 ) as claimed in the main text.
A. First term in Eq. (5): M U −t 010 000
A typical soliton configuration contributing to M U −t 010 000 U t M † . The key observation is that, after folding, the blue configuration and the red one are related by a time-shift of one time unit inside the region enclosed by the left and right moving soliton that came from the origin.
The key observation (see Fig. 3 ) is that
where (M U −t 010 010 U t M † ) is the diagonal operator of section III A -which can be written as an MPO with bond dimension O(t 2 )-, and W x1,x2 is the operator which
• erases the right mover at position x 2 and the left mover at position x 1
• acts as the identity outside the interval (x 1 , x 2 )
• acts as the evolution operator (applying a time shift of one time unit) inside the interval (x 1 , x 2 ).
We The idea here is that the auxiliary state 0 indicates the absence of a soliton, 1 stands for a left mover, and 2 stands for a right mover. Then the non-zero components are chose in order to implement the basic moves of solitons.
Then we define the tensors that allow to write W x1,x2 as an MPO as follows. The components are written as
(see the introduction to Sec. IV above). On the left of x 1 , the activation index is 2, and W x1,x2 acts as the identity. This is implemented by the non-zero components
At position x 1 , the activation index goes from 2 to 1, and the non-zero components are chosen as
Between x 1 and x 2 , the activation index is always 1, and the non-zero components are chose in order for W x1,x2 to act as the evolution operator,
At position x 2 , the activation index goes from 1 to 0, and the non-zero components are
Finally, on the right of x 2 , the activation index is 0. W x1,x2 acts again as the identity, and this is implemented by the non-zero components
We write the second term as
where W x1,x2 is an operator which (see Fig. 4) • creates a right mover at position x 2
• applies a time-shift (by a half-time step, backwards) and a translation (by one site to the right) inside the interval (x 1 , x 2 )
• acts as the identity outside the interval (x 1 , x 2 ). With that definition, W x1,x2 may produce soliton configurations which do not correspond to any qubit configuration. For instance, it can produce configurations with two right movers at j and j + 2 (and no left mover at j + 1), which does not correspond to any qubit configuration. However, when one conjugates the resulting MPO by
M , all such non-admissible soliton configurations are projected out. It turns out that the configurations that remain with a non-zero amplitude are exactly the ones with no right mover at j = 1 2 at t = 0, ensuring that the central qubit configuration at t = 0 is indeed '0110', and not '0111'. This is exactly what is needed in order for Eq. (8) to hold.
W x1,x2 can be written as an MPO as follows. First, we write the MPO that implements the time-shift and the translation. We decompose the two operations. The MPO that implements the backward time-evolution on a half time unit is written with tensors U 
F alse,0
T rue,0 F alse,2 = 1
T rue,1
T rue,0 
T rue,2
T rue,2 T rue,1 .
The composition of the two operations can be written as an MPO with tensors T · U 
This then gives an MPO with finite bond dimension (the bond dimension is 9 here, since b 1 and b 2 both go from 0 to 2).
Next, we define new tensors
(see the introduction of Sec. IV in this Supplementary Material) with the following non-zero components. For sites on the left of x 1 , the activation index a is two, and the corresponding non-zero components are (2, 0) σ,(2,0) = 1 which ensure that the MPO acts as the identity in that region. Similarly, on the right of x 2 , the activation index is zero, and the non-zero components are
At position j = x 1 , the activation index changes from 1 to 2. Here there are two cases we need to distinguish. If the left mover coming from the origin is in a fusing pair at time t (i.e. if x 1 ∈ 2Z + 1) then we need to be careful because evolving the pair backwards would create a right mover at position x 1 − 
Inside the interval (x 1 , x 2 ), the activation index is 1, and one implements the time-shift and the translation with the non-zero components
At x 2 , the activation index switches form 0 to 1, and one need to create an additional right mover. This is done with the non-zero components
for all j and b .
C. Third term in Eq. (5):
The key observation is that, after folding, the red configuration is obtained from the blue one by applying a time-shift of one half unit time and a translation of one site to the right inside the interval (x1, x2) enclosed by the left and right moving soliton that came from the origin.
This time we write
where W x1,x2 is an operator which (see Fig. 5 )
• erases the soliton at position x 1
• applies a time-shift (by a half-time step) and a translation (by one site to the right) inside the interval (x 1 , x 2 )
• acts as the identity outside the interval (x 1 , x 2 ).
Again, there is an important subtlety: with that definition W x1,x2 , may produce soliton configurations which do not correspond to any spin configuration. For instance, it can produce configurations with two neighboring right movers (and no left mover between them), which does not correspond to any spin configuration. However, when one conjugates the resulting MPO by
M , all such nonadmissible soliton configurations are projected out. It turns out that the configurations that remain with a non-zero amplitude are exactly the ones with no right mover initially on the left of the pair of solitons coming from the origin at t = 0, or in other words, ensuring that the central qubit configuration at t = 0 is indeed '0111', and not '1111'. This is exactly what is needed in order for Eq. (10) to hold.
W x1,x2 can be written as an MPO as follows. First, we write the non-zero components of the MPO that implements the time-shift and the translation. We decompose the two operations. The MPO that implements the time-evolution on a half time unit is written with tensors U 
T rue,2 F alse,0 = 1
T rue,0
F alse,1 
(see the introduction of Sec. IV in this Supplementary Material) with the following non-zero components. For sites on the left of x 1 , the activation index is 2 and the corresponding non-zero components are (2, 0) σ,(2,0) = 1, which ensure that the MPO acts as the identity in that region. At x 1 (i.e. where the activation index goes from 2 to 1), the operator destroys the left mover coming from the origin. This is done with the following non-zero components (where we use again the notation b = (b 1 , b 2 )), .
Between x 1 and x 2 , the activation index is 1, and W x1,x2 must shift the configuration. This is done with the non-zero components activation index goes from 2 to 1) and there is no right mover at j − 1. Then we need to create a new left mover at j − 2 = 2p − 3 2 . This is done by chosing the following non-zero components,
T rue,(2,0) F alse,(2,4) = 1,
F alse, (2, 4) F alse,(2,3) = 1
F alse,(2,3)
F alse,(2,2) = 1
F alse,(2,2) F alse,(2,1) = 1
F alse,(2,1)
The second case is when the left mover coming from the origin is at j = x 1 = 2p + 1 2 and there is a right mover at 2p − 1 2 . Then the latter needs to be replaced by a pair at 2p − 1. This is done thanks to the additional non-zero components
T rue,(2,0) F alse,(2,5) = 1
F alse, (2, 5) T rue,(2,2) = 1.
The third case is when the left mover coming from the origin is in a fusing pair at j = x 1 = 2p + 1, then one has to add a left mover which fuses with the right mover from that pair. Fusing the two gives a new splitting pair at position x 1 − 1 = 2p. This is implemented by the non-zero components
T rue,(2,0) F alse,(2,7) = 1
F alse,(2,6) = 1
The fourth case is when the left mover coming from the origin is in a splitting pair at j = x 1 = 2p, then one must replace it by a left mover at 2p − . This is achieved by the non-zero components
T rue,(2,0) F alse,(2,10) = 1,
F alse,(2,10) F alse,(2,9) = 1
T rue,(2,9)
This takes care of the addition of the left mover at the left of x 1 . Apart from this, the operator W x1,x2 must also act as the identity on the left of x 1 . This is done by the non-zero components
The structure of the components is the same on the right of x 2 . This leads to the following non-zero components,
T rue,(0,4) F alse,(0,0) = 1,
F alse,(0,3) F alse,(0,4) = 1
F alse,(0,1) F alse,(0,2) = 1
F alse,(0,2)
T rue,(0,5) = 1,
T rue,(0,7)
F alse,(0,0) = 1
F alse,(0,6) F alse,(0,7) = 1
F alse,b
T rue,1 .
T rue,(0,10) F alse,(0,0) = 1,
F alse,(0,9) F alse,(0,10) = 1 A typical soliton configuration contributing to M U −t 01111 01011 U t M † . After folding, one sees that the red configuration is obtained from the blue one simply by shifting the position of the outgoing left mover (at x1). Notice that there is also a constraint around position x2: all configurations that contribute must have an additional right mover immediately on the right of the one at x2, in order to ensure that there were two right movers at t = 0: one at j = − and another at j = We write this term as
where M U −t 111 111 U t M † is the diagonal operator already studied in Sec. III, and where W x1,x2 is the operator which (see Fig. 7) • projects onto configurations where there is a right mover immediately to the right of x 2
• creates a left mover immediately on the left of x 1 (if this is possible; if not, then the configuration gets an amplitude zero) and destroys the one at x 1 .
Again, each of these operations can be done with an MPO with finite bond dimension, therefore W x1,x2 has again the same structure as above. We now list the non-zero components.
On the left of x 1 , the activation index is 2 and we have the non-zero components
σ,(2,0) σ,(2,0) = 1 which ensure that W x1,x2 acts as the identity far on the left. However, W x1,x2 must also erase the left mover at x 1 and create a new left mover immediately on its left. There are four cases to distinguish. If the left mover coming from the origin is in a fusing pair at j = x 1 = 2p + 1, then one has to add a left mover which fuses with the right mover from that pair. Fusing the two gives a new splitting pair at position j − 1 = x 1 − 1 = 2p. This is implemented by the non-zero components j = 2p + 1, p ∈ Z (fusing pair) : W[j] If the left mover coming from the origin is at j = x 1 = 2p + 1 2 and there is no right mover at j − 1 = x 1 − 1, then we simply have to recreate it at j − 2 = x 1 − 2 = 2p − If the left mover coming from the origin is at j = x 1 = 2p + 1 2 and there is a right mover at j − 1 = x 1 − 1, then the latter needs to be replaced by a pair at x 1 − 3 2 . This is done with the additional non-zero components
F alse,(2,7)
T rue,(2,4) = 1
T rue,(2,0) F alse,(2,7) = 1.
If the left mover is in a splitting pair at x 1 = 2p, then it must be replaced by a right mover at x 1 − Then between x 1 and x 2 (i.e. where the activation index is 1) the operator W x1,x2 acts as the identity. The corresponding non-zero components are
W[j]
σ, (1, 0) σ,(1,0) = 1.
Now we need to check that there is a right mover immediately to the right of x 2 , and there are again a few different cases that need to be distinguished.
If the right mover is in a fusing pair, i.e. if x 2 = 2p − 1, then there are two possibilities: there can be either another pair at x 2 + 2 or a right mover at x 2 + If the right mover at x 2 is not in a pair, i.e. if x 2 = 2p − 1 2 , then there are four acceptable possibilities: either there is a right mover at x 2 + 4 and no soliton between x 2 and x 2 + 4, or there is a left mover at x 2 + 1 and a right mover at x 2 + 2, or there is a splitting pair at x 2 + After folding, one sees that the red configuration is obtained from the blue one simply by shifting the position of the outgoing left mover (at x1). Notice that there is also a constraint around position x2: all configurations that contribute must have an additional right mover immediately on the right of the one at x2, in order to ensure that there were two right movers at t = 0: one at j = − 1 2 and another at j = All these operations have already been discussed in previous sections, and it is clear that one can write W x1,x2 as an MPO of the general form discussed above.
